USS Artemis - NCC 83093
Mission Transcript
Stardate 10005.26

Host AGMSergio says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin Artemis 10005.26>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
CO2_Bryant says:
@::in the Captain's chair, applying polish to her nails... taking a break from Bryant's body and being herself. Doesn't think Bryant would look good with red nails at all::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
$:: still on the planet, observing the activities around her. ::
CMO_Parker says:
:: fiddles with the new tricorder thingy ::
TO_Jury says:
::standing in the transporter room feeling nauseous::
CO2_Bryant says:
$<Council Lea> ::still in the bunker, with the federation officers::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
$::at the COMM panel negotiating with the Jerhajh::
SO_Donovan says:
::at the helm sick as a dog calling for Kayan's help::
CSO_MacMer says:
::Standing next to the TO, and looking worse than he feels, and feeling worse than I look....::
Cns_Patters says:
$ ::is still on the planet::
CMO_Parker says:
:: looks up at the sickbay walls :: Self: Are they moving?
TO_Jury says:
CSO: gee I feel sick
FCO_Teasley says:
::finishes coughing up::
CSO_MacMer says:
TO: Join the club!
MO_Hardy says:
$::take's a look at the bandages of the wounded in the field-sickbay::
Ens_Bryn says:
::hurries over to Donovan::  SO: You don't look good...
XO_Quest-Mac says:
$OPS: What's the situation with the Jerhajh?
SO_Donovan says:
Bryn:i need you to find the coordinates for the CSO
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
$COMM: Jerhajh: So then are we in agreement that the negotiations will be held on the Artemis?
TO_Jury says:
*CMO*: any progress on curing this nausea?
Ens_Bryn says:
SO:  Which Co-ordinates?
FCO_Teasley says:
CMO: Hey doc, any progress? ::feels light headed::
Host Jerhajh_Leader says:
$*OPS* : We have retreated our troops.. However, the Perlack are still in our territory.. Is this how you keep your promises?
CTO_Gore says:
$::coordinating efforts to gather up both sides weapons at a console in the bunker::
SO_Donovan says:
::stands up from the helm and runs to a corner::
Cns_Patters says:
$:: just stands around, watching the things around him ::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
$COMM: Jerhajh: Give me time to talk with them first
Ens_Bryn says:
::watches James, glad it is not her::
CMO_Parker says:
*TO*: Just give me a sec, I'm gonna try to replicate some medicine.
CSO_MacMer says:
*SO*: There is a display at the FCO's position with little lights representing our ship and the Artemis, pilot this thing until the two lights are almost, repeat almost, on top of each other....
CO2_Bryant says:
$<Council Lea> OPS: Tell him they are retreating... ::shakes her head:: If he was looking, he'd see them. Nobody disobeys my orders.
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
$XO: come here please
SO_Donovan says:
Bryn: he artemis
CMO_Parker says:
:: looks for anything that could replicate something ::
Host Jerhajh_Leader says:
ACTION : ON the Ship, an SO picks up an alien vessel coming into the system's range..
Ens_Bryn says:
*CMO*:  The SO is getting pretty bad... any progress down there?
XO_Quest-Mac says:
$:: goes over to OPS :: OPS: Yes?
CSO_MacMer says:
*SO*: I know we had asked for coordinates before, but this may be simpler.
TO_Jury says:
*SO* emphasis on the almost
CMO_Parker says:
FCO: Just a little bit longer.
MO_Hardy says:
$ *XO*: I have done what I can for the wounded, the only thing we could do now is to help them with some Med-supplies
SO_Donovan says:
*CSO*: ok sir
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
$COMM: Jerhajh: The Perlack are retreating now
Cns_Patters says:
$:: just stands around, whistling ::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
*MO*: Understood.
CO2_Bryant says:
@::as the nail polish dries, she returns to her Bryant image:: SO: So they are coming? So soon? ::smiles::
FCO_Teasley says:
CMO: Can you give me a better estimate?
CSO_MacMer says:
TO: I'm hoping that once we're in range, those little globes will turn back to green and we can transport over.
Host Jerhajh_Leader says:
ACTION : Some crew start fainting..
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
$XO: The Jerhajh are retreating now
CMO_Parker says:
*All Crew*: This is the doctor. Please be patient, I know you are feeling sick but I can't get much progress done if you keep asking me. Thanks.
TO_Jury says:
CSO: makes sense to me
Ens_Bryn says:
*CSO*:  Donovan is not doing so well....
MO_Hardy says:
$::walk's out to the XO::
Host Jerhajh_Leader says:
@*OPS* : Hmmpf they better.. And what's this I hear about surrendering weapons? I will NOT come to any meeting with the Perlack Unarmed.. You think me for a fool?
CSO_MacMer says:
*Bryn*: How are you doing?
Ens_Bryn says:
::looks up at the chart the CSO mentions::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
$ :: nods at OPS, and then turns to Lia :: Lia: Better retreat your troops from their territories as well.
CO_Bryant says:
::::Thinks about how wonderful it is to have such an understanding doctor:::
CMO_Parker says:
:: touches the wall, thinking ::
CTO_Gore says:
$::Reports to the XO from his seat:: XO: Commander, I've dispatched security teams to gather up weapons from both sides.
Ens_Bryn says:
*CSO*:  I seem to be doing just fine... I am not sure why I don't seem to be effected... though I am NOT complaining.  How about you?
Host Jerhajh_Leader says:
ACTION : Nothing comes to the CMO.
Cns_Patters says:
$:: continues to stand around ::
CO2_Bryant says:
$<Council Lea> ::nods, satisfied and turns to the XO:: XO: The order has been issued and it's being carried out. But I am not surrendering my weapons to you either. This is not your territory, and you have no right to ask for us to give *you* our means of defense.
XO_Quest-Mac says:
$CTO: They can keep their weapons, just make sure they don't use them.
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
$COMM: Jerhajh: Now why would you not come to a negotiation where the Perlack are unarmed? why are you afraid?
CSO_MacMer says:
*Bryn*: I'm sicker than a dog, but hanging in there.  The sooner we get to the Artemis the better.  Help Donovan anyway you can.
MO_Hardy says:
$ XO: we should ask the Jerhajh leader if thay to need some exstra medical help Mam!
CMO_Parker says:
Self: Ah, hell.
TO_Jury says:
*CMO*: have you wondered why Bryn is the only one not sick?
XO_Quest-Mac says:
$Lia: I am not asking you to surrender your weapons.  I'm asking you to lay them aside during the negotiation period.
Host Jerhajh_Leader says:
$OPS : Common sense.. I am not even sure you are who you say you are..
CO2_Bryant says:
@::orders everyone to be ready once the alien ship arrives... *their* ship::
CMO_Parker says:
*TO*: I have, actually.
CTO_Gore says:
$XO: Acknowledged commander ::Informs his security teams to return to the Artemis::
Ens_Bryn says:
::looks over at James::  SO:  I believe I have the hang of this...  Anything I can do for you?  The doc seems to be tied up.
CSO_MacMer says:
TO: Make sure the away team's phasors are all on stun.  ::Wondering if its still an away team when we're going to the Artemis..::
CO2_Bryant says:
$<Council Lea> XO: We have agreed to do that already. I find your insistence pretty insulting.
CMO_Parker says:
:: feels sick, but runs to the scanner and looks in the air ::
Ens_Bryn says:
*CSO*:  I will
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
$XO: The Jerhajh are. how shall I say.....childish
XO_Quest-Mac says:
$MO: As soon as we can determine thta it's safe to send you there.
TO_Jury says:
::checks all the away teams phasers::
SO_Donovan says:
::walks back over to the helm:: Byan: no I'll be ok. What did you find
CO2_Bryant says:
$<Council Lea> XO: We were the first to be ready to cease the fire, and yet you treat us like common Jerhajh ::snorts::
Cns_Patters says:
$::stands around, like a good little Counselor, smiling:: 
CSO_MacMer says:
*CO*: How are you doing sir?  ::The last we had heard from the CO sounded like he was busy passing out....::
Ens_Bryn says:
SO:  Just following the commanders orders... it seems to be working....
Host Jerhajh_Leader says:
ACTION : THe CMO's efforts are proving fruitless.. If he doesn't think of something soon, the whole crew threatens to collapse..
MO_Hardy says:
$ XO: I would also ask to have some more medical personnel with a little more equipment if that could be permitted!
XO_Quest-Mac says:
$ :: bites her lips :: Lia: My apologies.    OPS: Are they ready to go?
CO2_Bryant says:
$<Council Lea> ::looking all proud and stuff:: XO: Apology accepted.
CO_Bryant says:
*CSO* Just doing my best to perfect my Technicolor yawn technique #2
XO_Quest-Mac says:
$MO: Contact all medical personnel that you need.
CSO_MacMer says:
*Bryn*: Has anyone up there checked environmental controls to make sure we're getting the right air and such?
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
$XO: no, they won't come until they know for sure that I am with Star Fleet. Might I suggest that the CNS and I go and meet with the Jerhajh?
MO_Hardy says:
$ XO: thank you mam
SO_Donovan says:
Byan: good will you let him when we're there?
CMO_Parker says:
:: scans the FCO's inner ears ::
TO_Jury says:
::sits against the wall::
CO_Bryant says:
CSO: How long till we are in transporter range of the Artemis, or whatever passes for a transporter on this thing?
Cns_Patters says:
$ Self: This is just so much Fun. 
CSO_MacMer says:
*CO*: Aye sir, are you fit enough to command?  I am going to try to take an away team to the Artemis, when we get there, and right now the bridge is might under manned.
XO_Quest-Mac says:
$ :: ponders over OPS' statement :: OPS: Agreed.  Take a security officer with you as well.
FCO_Teasley says:
CMO: Doc, why scan my ears?
Host CO_Bryant says:
CSO: I think I can manage.
Ens_Bryn says:
SO:  Will do.  Why don't you sit down.  Maybe if you put your head between your knees?  That might help.
CSO_MacMer says:
*CO*: I don't know.  I don't know how far from the Artemis we are or how fast we're catching up to them.  In fact I'm not even on the bridge, but in the transporter room hoping for the glow balls to turn back to green....
CO2_Bryant says:
@::busy monitoring the approach of the alien vessel, anticipation is building::
Host Jerhajh_Leader says:
ACTION : There's nothing wrong with the FCO's inner ear...
XO_Quest-Mac says:
$OPS: When everything is checked out, meet us at our transporting coordinates.
CMO_Parker says:
FCO: There are different areas in you that if are affected make you vomit, your ears for one.
Cns_Patters says:
$ Self: This brings me back to the days of the academy, Sitting around, doing nothing.. That was fun. 
CMO_Parker says:
:: scans the gall bladder ::
Host Jerhajh_Leader says:
ACTION : FCO falls to the floor, unconscious
FCO_Teasley says:
::collapses::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
$OPS: Contact me as soon as you're ready.
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
$XO: Aye sir  ::looks over at the CNS:: CNS: you come with me TAC Officer Hawkes come with me
Host Jerhajh_Leader says:
ACTION : TO Jury follows..
XO_Quest-Mac says:
$CNS: Counselor!
Ens_Bryn says:
::watches the motion of the ships on the screen and tries to calculate the ETA::  SO:  OK.. I think... maybe about 12 minutes, give or take a few before we meet up with our ship... maybe...
Host CO_Bryant says:
*CSO* Very well I'm on my way to the bridge, if I can keep upright long enough.
Cns_Patters says:
$ XO: WHAT?
CMO_Parker says:
:: changes from the FCO and scans himself ::
TO_Jury says:
::feels dizzy and collapses::
CO2_Bryant says:
$<Council Lea> ::waits patiently... doesn't think anything good will come from the Federation as things are, but there's always hope::
CSO_MacMer says:
*Bryn*: Can you hurry things up, I just lost the TO!
MO_Hardy says:
$ COM: Artemis:  2CMO: sir i respectfully recuest that we have a medical team ready for transport with adisjonal medical suplyes when needed
XO_Quest-Mac says:
$CNS: Please go with Lt. MacPherson.  He'll brief you on your way to meet the Jerhajh.
CSO_MacMer says:
::Leaning over the TO, to see if I can do something for him, hoping I don't join him soon....::
SO_Donovan says:
Bryn:ok
Host Jerhajh_Leader says:
ACTION : Finally, the CMO discovers the Cause.. The radiation levels on the Artemis crew is way about safety levels...
XO_Quest-Mac says:
$:: looks at OPS, and whispers :: OPS: Please be careful.
CMO_Parker says:
$ <CMO2> COMM: *MO*: Are there many casualties?
Cns_Patters says:
$XO: Aye, sir.
Host Jerhajh_Leader says:
&*OPS* : I see you managed to convince the Perlack to retreat.. What now?
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
$::whispers back:: XO: I will, you take care also
CO2_Bryant says:
<@ for CMO2>
Cns_Patters says:
$Ops: Let's get a goin' ::smiles::
Ens_Bryn says:
::feeling frustrated::  *CSO*:  I think...  I am not sure, that we will get there somewhere in the next 15 minutes.
CSO_MacMer says:
*Bryn*: I don't know if we'll last that long.  Perhaps the CMO has a cure???  I hope????
MO_Hardy says:
 $ COM: Artemis:  2CMO: not as yet Sir, but i will need some help over at the other faction's medical compound in not to long Sir!
XO_Quest-Mac says:
$ :: takes a step back, and swallows her tears and fears away ::
CTO_Gore says:
$::Calls security on the Artemis to prepare the ship for the diplomatic meeting::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
$COMM: Jerhajh: Myself and two other Star Fleet Officers will beam to your location. Please give me your co-ordinates?
CO2_Bryant says:
@::sees that the guys have not yet actually mastered the ship, but they have done a great job as it is anyway. Gala nods satisfied... in her Bryant form, of course::
Host Jerhajh_Leader says:
ACTION : CSO can barely stand on his feet.
Ens_Bryn says:
::moves her hands along the console::  *CSO*:  Maybe ten... it is the best we can do at the moment
CMO_Parker says:
*CO*: Captain, I've found something. There is too much radiation in the area.
CSO_MacMer says:
::Starting to stand up from next to the TO, decides to lean back on wall for support instead...::
Host Jerhajh_Leader says:
$*OPS* : I will.. But there will be an armed party waiting for whoever comes.. So.. No tricks..
Host Jerhajh_Leader says:
$::sends coordinates::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
$OPS: Take the MO with you... the doctor might be able to help with any wounded.  As a gesture of good will on our part.
Ens_Bryn says:
*CMO*:  Doc, you are running out of time... ::frustrated and worried::
Host CO_Bryant says:
*CMO* Is there anyway that you can counteract the effects of it on our crew?
FCO_Teasley says:
<FCO2>::Maintains course heading::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
$MO: Go with the OPS.
SO_Donovan says:
Bryn:we're doing good.Do you think you can increase the ships speed?
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
$XO: Aye  $MO: your with me
Host Jerhajh_Leader says:
ACTION : Furthermore, the CMO discovers it's the Ship that is emanating this unusual radiation.. More concentrated on the engineering section of the ship
CO2_Bryant says:
$<Council Lea> ::turns to OPS:: OPS: They will not harm you... because you have a ship in orbit and could wipe them out. They might want to kidnap you and use you as bargaining chips... there's always that possibility. I wouldn't put it past them.
CMO_Parker says:
@ <CMO2> COMM: *MO*: All right, i'll set one up.
MO_Hardy says:
$ XO: aye aye Mam ::goes with the OPS::
Host CO_Bryant says:
*CMO* If we can't find a way to keep the crew mission capable there isn't any way that we are going to be able to take the artemis back.
Host Jerhajh_Leader says:
ACTION : SO Falls to the floor, almost fainting, but manages to stay awake.
Ens_Bryn says:
::looks over at James::  SO:  I am trying... honest... ::looks down at her panel and with her hands upon it, concentrates on speed::
CMO_Parker says:
*CO*: This radiation is odd, but some Adrenaline might help.
CTO_Gore says:
$OPS: Have the Artemis maintain a constant transporter lock on you guys, just in case
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
$COMM: Artemis: beam myself , CNS Patterson, TAC Hawkes and MO Hardy to these co-ordinates ::gives TRChief the co-ordinates
Cns_Patters says:
$Ops: Shall we get goin', sir?
Host CO_Bryant says:
*CMO* then you better start administering it to the crew, starting with the CSO and his away team.
CMO_Parker says:
:: jumps to the hypospray and starts filling them with Hyronalin ::
FCO_Teasley says:
@<FCO2>:CO2: Sir, there is nothing in the way on our course
Host Jerhajh_Leader says:
ACTION : The Crew seems unaffected by the Adrenaline.. The radiation levels on them are still rising.. FAST.. Maybe if you could decrease the radiation source?
SO_Donovan says:
::shakes to stay awake::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
$ :: watches them disappear ::
Cns_Patters says:
$::prepares to be beamed:: 
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
$::dematerializes::
Host Jerhajh_Leader says:
$::sees three shapes appearing, and orders his men to aim their weapons::
MO_Hardy says:
$ ::just flows with the beam::
CMO_Parker says:
*CO*: Captain, this isn't working very well. I need to get down to main engineering, the radiation seems most concentrated there.
CO2_Bryant says:
@FCO2: I'd hope so. Tell me, how long till our... err... the alien ship reaches us?
Cns_Patters says:
$::dematerializes:: Ops: Now what's are we doin' again?
XO_Quest-Mac says:
$Lia: If you'll gather your escorts together, we'll take you to the Artemis?
Host CO_Bryant says:
*CMO* Very well doctor keep me advised as  to your progress.
Host Jerhajh_Leader says:
ACTION : CMO can't hold his stomach, and .. You know..
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
$CNS: we are to negotiate
CO2_Bryant says:
$<Council Lea> ::nods:: XO: All right.
CSO_MacMer says:
::Slowly sliding down the wall until firmly parked on the floor..... I think we're in deep trouble....::
MO_Hardy says:
$ ::sees that the Jerhajh has there weapon's trained on them and takes a grip on his bath`leth::
Host Jerhajh_Leader says:
ACTION : CO is close to fainting as well
FCO_Teasley says:
@<FCO2>: CO2: Checking
CTO_Gore says:
$::Looks through Perlack records of the war from his console::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
$::points to his left:: ALL: this go this way
SO_Donovan says:
Bryn: are you still feeling ok
Host Jerhajh_Leader says:
$::orders his men to lower their weapons as he sees the federation uniforms::
CMO_Parker says:
:: for the second time in the hour, the floor becomes covered in 'carrots' and acids :: Self: Ugh...
Host CO_Bryant says:
:::Staggers and sits down hard::::
Cns_Patters says:
$::follows MacPherson::
MO_Hardy says:
$ head's in the direction that the ops gave him::
CO2_Bryant says:
$<Council Lea> ::reunites her aides:: XO: We are ready.
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
$pulls out tricorder::
CTO_Gore says:
$::Looks for anything "out of the ordinary" in the records::
Ens_Bryn says:
::nods over at the SO::
Cns_Patters says:
$::does the same as the Ops Officer and takes out a tricorder::
Ens_Bryn says:
::feels Bryn helping her to keep calm and not to panic::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
$ :: nods :: COM: USS Artemis:  Captain Bryant?  This is Commander Quest, reporting sir.
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
$::yells:: hello anyone hear me?
CO2_Bryant says:
@COM: XO: Bryant here, Commander. How are things going?
Host Jerhajh_Leader says:
$::follows the Ops officer, along with 4 of his men::
MO_Hardy says:
$ ::take's out his Med tricorder:: OPS: we should qerry them if they have wounded that they need taken care of!
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
$::nods:: MO: aye
CMO_Parker says:
:: injects some Hyronalin and makes his way to Main Engineering, carrying the tricorder and some more hyposprays ::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
$COM: CO2: We ... :: looks around :: Are ready to beam the representatives from the Perlack's faction to the ship, sir.
FCO_Teasley says:
@<FCO2>: CO2: About 5 minutes
Host Jerhajh_Leader says:
ACTION : The big red balls in the Alien ship's "TR" become green..
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
$::scans the area for life signs::
CO2_Bryant says:
@COM: XO: That's good news. I'll route your request through our Transporter Chief.
Ens_Bryn says:
SO:  Maybe about 5 more minutes... think you can stay awake that long?  Please?
Host Jerhajh_Leader says:
ACTION : CMO feels a little better.. But the radiation levels are just too high for it to work properly
CO2_Bryant says:
@FCO2: Good. Let's have the welcoming party ready ::smiles:: They did a good job I think.
XO_Quest-Mac says:
$CTO: Do you wish to return to the ship as well?
Cns_Patters says:
$:: scans the area::
CO2_Bryant says:
@<TR Chief> COM: XO: Standing by for transporting you at your command, sir.
Host Jerhajh_Leader says:
ACTION : Two more men on the Alien ship's security team fall to the ground
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
$ALL: this seems odd, they wanted to see us, but they are nowhere to be found, not even a welcoming party
CTO_Gore says:
$::Stands:: XO: Yes...I'm finished here commander.
Host Jerhajh_Leader says:
ACTION : SO falls to the floor, fainting for real, this time
SO_Donovan says:
Bryn: i'll be ok.
CMO_Parker says:
:: a little dizzy, but still soldiering on ::
SO_Donovan says:
::falls out of the chair
Cns_Patters says:
$Ops: I agree. This IS odd
FCO_Teasley says:
@<FCO2>CO2: That they did sir
Host CO_Bryant says:
::::Looks at the FCO::::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
$::nods::
Host CO_Bryant says:
FCO: all stop
Ens_Bryn says:
::looks at James::  nononono... damn ship.... go faster....
XO_Quest-Mac says:
$COM: TR Chief: Lock on to Council Lia, her escorts, the CTO and myself.  Energize.
MO_Hardy says:
$ OPS: this is ilogical Sir
Host Jerhajh_Leader says:
$OPS : I though we where going.. Up?
Host CO_Bryant says:
FCO: shut the engines down, maybe that will lower the radiation levels.
CMO_Parker says:
:: walks in, stumbling, scanning and looking for the source ::
CO2_Bryant says:
<TR Chief> COM: XO: Transporting sir. ::energizes, and the AT and Perlack representatives appear onboard the Artemis::
Host Jerhajh_Leader says:
ACTION : FCO is in Alien Sick bay, passed out..
Host CO_Bryant says:
::::Looks around for something that would at least correspond to an engineering console:::
Cns_Patters says:
$Ops: Where ARE we going anyways?
Ens_Bryn says:
::looks up at the captain::  CO:  All stop sir?
Host Jerhajh_Leader says:
ACTION : CO Finds the Engineering console.
XO_Quest-Mac says:
@:: looks at the TR Chief :: TR Chief: Thank you, crewman.
XO_Quest-Mac says:
@Lia: Welcome aboard, ma'am.
CO2_Bryant says:
@::walks towards the Transporter room:: FCO2: You're in charge here.
FCO_Teasley says:
@<FCO2>::watches course of "their" ship::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
$::is startled:: Jerhajh: well you wanted proof, so here I am. Am I proof enough of who I say I am?
CTO_Gore says:
@::steps down from the transporter pad::
CO2_Bryant says:
@<Council Lea> XO: Thank you.
Ens_Bryn says:
::looks down at her panel and closes her eyes, thinking of the ship still in space::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
@*CO2*: Shall we meet at the conference room?
Host CO_Bryant says:
Ens: Affirmative... we have to find a way to lower the radiation levels that the Doctors complaining about or we are going to be dead before we can re board the Artemis
CSO_MacMer says:
::Looking up at glowing red transporter globes, why oh why can not they turn green and we be in range????  Of course for all I'll know I'll be just as sick on the Artemis....::
Host Jerhajh_Leader says:
$OPS : It is.. I am ready .. You can get us to the ship now.. Me and my four officers.
FCO_Teasley says:
@<FCO2>CO2:Yes sir ::takes the big chair::
CO2_Bryant says:
@*XO*: I was on my way to the TR room, but the Conference Room will do. Please extend my welcome to the Perlack representatives.
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
$::is startled:: Jerhajh: without weapons
Host CO_Bryant says:
:::::Walks over and starts pushing buttons on what just MIGHT be the engineering panel::::
CO2_Bryant says:
@::goes to the conference room::
Cns_Patters says:
$Ops: Yes, let us go. 
CTO_Gore says:
@::Walks over to the transporter chief:: Chief: did you pick up any weapons on the Perlack when you beamed them up?
Host Jerhajh_Leader says:
ACTION : Nothing happens..
CMO_Parker says:
:: slowly turns, using the tricorder... ::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
@Lia: Please follow me....
CO2_Bryant says:
@<Council Lea> ::follows XO, looking around interested::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
$COMM: Artemis: 8 to beam up
CSO_MacMer says:
::Slowly realization hits, the globes have turned green.... now if only we can actually get up and use them.   Looking around at the Away Team::  ALL: Anyone up for a transport?....
XO_Quest-Mac says:
@Lia: I'll take you to meet Captain Bryant, who will be leading the negotiation....
CTO_Gore says:
::Nods to the commander:: @XO: Would you like me to meet the Jerhajh representatives and escort them?
CO2_Bryant says:
<TR Chief> CTO: No, sir. They are unarmed for all we know.
Host Jerhajh_Leader says:
ACTION : Only two security officer nod to MacMer, as the rest are passed out.
CO2_Bryant says:
@<Council Lea> ::nods, hoping the captain is a better diplomat than his XO:: XO: I certainly look forwards to meet him.
Cns_Patters says:
$Self: Hi ho, high ho, it's off to the ship we go.. ::smiles""
XO_Quest-Mac says:
@CTO: Yes... When they board, escort them to the conference room as well.
Ens_Bryn says:
::looks up at the captain::  CO:  Sir, we got the ship going, but I don't seem to be able to make it stop... however, we are almost there...
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
$COMM: Artemis: 8 to beam up
CTO_Gore says:
@::Nods, and turns to the transporter console:: Chief: When we beam the Jerhajh up scan them for weapons as well
Host Jerhajh_Leader says:
$::gets ready for transport::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
@ :: takes Lia to the conference room ::
CMO_Parker says:
:: stumbles to a panel and puts hand on it, thinking of a containment field around the room ::
CO2_Bryant says:
@<TR Chief> COM: OPS: Transporting. :::beams the OPS and the Jerhajh to the Artemis::
CSO_MacMer says:
::Nodding back at the two:: *CO*: I think we're in range.  We're going to try to transport, but there's only 3 of use able to move.  The other two are passed out on the floor here.  Please make sure they get medical attention...
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
@::dematerializes::
CTO_Gore says:
@::Looks at the console checking for weapons on the party::
Host CO_Bryant says:
ENS: Keep trying, we have to find a way to slow us down and moderate radiation levels::: keeps pushing buttons and thinking of radiation shielding while talking::::
Host Jerhajh_Leader says:
ACTION : The alien ship seems to slow down, and come to a stop
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
@Jerhajh: welcome aboard the USS Artemis
CSO_MacMer says:
::Slowly standing up,  motioning to the other two...:: ALL: Remember to focus on the computer core.
Ens_Bryn says:
::looks up with a sigh::  CO:  Sir, we are slowing.
XO_Quest-Mac says:
$ :: enters conference room :: CO2: Captain Bryant.. May I present... Council Lia.
CSO_MacMer says:
::Reaching out to the glowing ball in concert with the other two.... and touching the glow ball...::
Host CO_Bryant says:
ENS: see if you can get the Engines to shut down all together Miss Bryn.
Host Jerhajh_Leader says:
@::nods, looking around, still a bit suspicious::
Host CO_Bryant says:
*CSO*: Good Luck
CSO_MacMer says:
::Other hand holding phaser....::
Ens_Bryn says:
::watches as they two lights on the screen are almost on top of us and mumbles::  OK... stop... stop...
CO2_Bryant says:
@::standing stately, so un-Bryant-ish anyone should be surprised if they knew Bryant:: Council: It is a pleasure to welcome you onboard madam. We hope to be able to aid you in the quest for peace.
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
@*XO*: we're aboard, can you meet with us in TR 1?
CTO_Gore says:
@::Comes out from behind the console:: Welcome aboard...please come with me to the conference room.  the captain and the Perlack representatives are waiting
Ens_Bryn says:
::nods at the captain::
Host Jerhajh_Leader says:
ACTIOn : On the Artemis, the alien ship can be clearly seen on sensors..
FCO_Teasley says:
@<FCO2>::sees their ship on sensors::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
@*OPS*: CTO Gore will escort the representatives to the conference room.
Host Jerhajh_Leader says:
@::nods at the CTO, and follows::
Ens_Bryn says:
::blinks as the ship comes to a stop::  CO:  All stop... ::mumbles::  A bit closer then I would like....
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
@*XO*: aye, on their way
CO2_Bryant says:
@::gets a comm about the alien ship:: XO: Apparently, we have company. Number one, please make sure that Council Lia and the Jerhajh Leader are comfortable. I have something to do. Preliminar talks will begin in 20 minutes. ::nods at Lia and exits::
CTO_Gore says:
@::Leads the group to the TL and they start on their way to the bridge::
CSO_MacMer says:
::And the transport.... works....!!!!!!   Looking around ready to phaser anyone guarding the computer core...::
CO2_Bryant says:
@<Council Lea> ::turns to the XO as the Captain leaves:: XO: That means you will be leading the talks? ::sounds disappointed::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
@::looks:: at the away team:: MO, CNS and TAC: you may go about your business, thank-you
Host Jerhajh_Leader says:
ACTION : CSO and the two security officer manage to beam.. But the three officers accompanying McMer  collapss as they re-materialize
FCO_Teasley says:
@<FCO2>::hits the COMM button::*CO2* Captain, please report to the bridge
Host Jerhajh_Leader says:
ACTION : On the Artemis, The intrudser alert alarm sounds..
XO_Quest-Mac says:
@ :: confused ::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
@Lia: I ah.. guess so...
CO2_Bryant says:
@*FCO2* I'm on my way... and take that alarm off as of now.
Host Jerhajh_Leader says:
$::looks at the CTO:: CTO: What.. What is this sound? ::getting edgy::
CSO_MacMer says:
::Ooooppss...  All alone, and I don't feel all that chirper myself!  Quickly accessing the computer, or trying to!::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
@ :: hears the intruder alert ::  self: Now what?
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
@::self: what the heck
CO2_Bryant says:
@<Council Lea> ::takes a seat:: XO: I hope you have water?
FCO_Teasley says:
@<FCO2>CO2: Yes sir
Ens_Bryn says:
::looks down at her panel and tries to shut down the engine, thinking of stillness and silence::
Host Jerhajh_Leader says:
ACTION : CSO falls to the floor, before he can even access the computer.. He faints..
XO_Quest-Mac says:
@Lia: yes we do... :: looks over at the replicator :: Would you like a glass?
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
@::runs to the nearest panel to see what location the intruders are on::
FCO_Teasley says:
@<FCO2>::switches off alarm::
CTO_Gore says:
$Jer: It's...nothing to worry about ::steps off the turbo and quickly leads the group into the observation lounge:: In here please
Host CO_Bryant says:
ENS: Try to keep us close to the Artemis, I'm going to try to transport over myself:::: heads to the glowing ball and thinks about the transporter ball room::::
CO2_Bryant says:
@*FCO2* I'm on my way to the Computer Core... hold the fort on your end, ok?
Ens_Bryn says:
::nods at the captain, mumbling::  CO:  Okkk....
CO2_Bryant says:
@<Council Lea> XO: Yes, please.
Host Jerhajh_Leader says:
@::walks in the Obs. Lounge, and spots Lia:: Lia : It had to be you..... ::snarls somewhat::
FCO_Teasley says:
@<FCO2>CO2: Yes sir
XO_Quest-Mac says:
@ :: getting impatient :: Replicator: One glass of water please.
CO2_Bryant says:
@::takes the TL and after the short ride, arrives to the Computer Core and sees the fallen officers:: Self: Oh no...
CMO_Parker says:
:: storms out of ME and waits outside ::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
@ :: takes the water to Lia::  Lia: Now.. if you'll excuse me.
CO2_Bryant says:
@<Council Lea> Jerhajh: Spare me your manners, please. We are here as civilized people... let's try to put up that front.
MO_Hardy says:
@::get's out of the TR room and head's for sickbay::
CO2_Bryant says:
@XO: You are going to leave me here with him? Weren't we to begin negotiations?
Host Jerhajh_Leader says:
@::looks with angry eyes at Lia, but stays silent::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
@ :: brain overloads ::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
@ Jerhajh: Sorry.. didn't see you come in..
CO2_Bryant says:
@::kneels by the officers... looking worried:: FCO2: We have a big problem here... we ::gulps:: poisoned them ::covers her mouth and giggles, this is so funny!::
Ens_Bryn says:
::smiles as the ship engines shut down::  CO:  Sir, I have the engines offline....
Host Jerhajh_Leader says:
$::look at the XO, and nods, not too happy::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
@ :: looks at Jerhajh.. and Lia :: ALL: Ah.. well... Please have a seat.
TO_Jury says:
::lies on the TR floor::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
@:runs with a security team to the computer core::
CTO_Gore says:
@::Walks over to the XO and whispers in her ear as to not alarm the representatives:: XO: I'm going to check on that intruder alarm
CMO_Parker says:
:: slams the panel next to the door to ME ::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
@ :: nods ::
CO2_Bryant says:
@<Council Lea> ::already seated, not too comfortable::
FCO_Teasley says:
@<FCO2>*CO2*: Poisioned? How?
Host Jerhajh_Leader says:
ACTION : The Artemis crew on the Alien ship all faint.. They can't keep awake any longer..
Ens_Bryn says:
::heres a thud and turns to see the captain on the floor:: Nonononono... ::runs over to him::
MO_Hardy says:
@:leaves a message for all of the AT to report to sickbay for a physical at the first possible opportunity::
Host Jerhajh_Leader says:
@::sits down on the opposite side of the Perlack People::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
@ :: takes a seat between the 2 representatives ::
CTO_Gore says:
@::Walks onto the bridge and over to tac, and discovers the intruders are at the computer core.  Calls a sec team to meet him down there.  Gets his phaser in his holster and heads for the comp core::
CO2_Bryant says:
@*FCO2* Something in our ship... ::scans the team:: It's apparently radiation. Keep the real guys busy... and have the TR Chief transport me and these three to our ship.
Ens_Bryn says:
::gently shakes the captain::  CO: Hey... you can't pass out... what do you want me to do....
Host Jerhajh_Leader says:
ACTION : CO manages to open his eyes, with some difficulty, and speak
XO_Quest-Mac says:
@Jer/Lia: As you know.. we're here to resolve.. ah.. your problem as peacefully as we could..
Host Jerhajh_Leader says:
@XO : That will be the day.. With them? ::points at the Perlack::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
@ Jer: YES!  This can be that day.
CO2_Bryant says:
@<Council Lea> All: That is our goal as well. We wouldn't have started a war of course if you ::points at J:: hadn't invaded our territory.
FCO_Teasley says:
@<FCO2>*CO2*: Yes sir
CTO_Gore says:
@::Arrives on the computer core deck, and walks down the corridor::
Host CO_Bryant says:
:::speaks:::  RADIATION::: in a raspy voice:::::
Ens_Bryn says:
::leans down to hear the captains words::
Host Jerhajh_Leader says:
ACTION : CO passes out again
FCO_Teasley says:
@<FCO2>::sends the captain's orders to the TR chief::
Host CO_Bryant says:
:::goes thump::::
Ens_Bryn says:
::sits up::  CO:  Radiation?  Radiation?  ::looks down as he passes out again::
CO2_Bryant says:
@::stands, ready for transport:: *TR Chief* Now ::as she sees Gore coming in::
Host Jerhajh_Leader says:
ACTION : The people on the Computer core disappear just as Gore enters the room.
Ens_Bryn says:
::stands up:: OK... I know how to handle that... ::looks around the room and heads toward one of the green balls::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
@Lia/Jer: Good.  We have a common goal here.
CO2_Bryant says:
<TR Chief> ::transports them to the alien ship::
CTO_Gore says:
@::enters the room, finding it empty:: 
CO2_Bryant says:
::reassumes her form at appearing in her ship::
Ens_Bryn says:
::touches a hand on the green ball and thinks of the medical room::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
@::arrives at the computer core::
Host Jerhajh_Leader says:
ACTION : Gala sees lots of crewmen on the floor, passed out.
CTO_Gore says:
@::Goes over to the main computer console, taps into internal sensors and scans for any unauthorized lifesigns.  he doesn't find any:: Hmmm
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
@::looks around::
MO_Hardy says:
@::leaves SB and head's for his quarter's:: Self: time for a sonic shower
CTO_Gore says:
@::Turns around phaser out::  OPS: Mr. Quest! ::Holsters his phaser:: Whew, you scared me for a minute
Host Jerhajh_Leader says:
ACTION : Bryn appears in the Alien ship's sickbay, to find Gala, the CSO and the two security men
Ens_Bryn says:
::blinks as she finds strangers in the same room as her, mumbles::  This is not good, is it....
FCO_Teasley says:
@<FCO2>: OPS: Run a system wide analysis of the ship
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
::sighs:: @CTO: what's going on?
Gala says:
::walks to a console and finds out the problem::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
@Lia/Jer: Perhaps ... it would be wise to break .. ah.. from the tension that you've been facing on the planet?
CTO_Gore says:
@OPS: I have no idea...apparently the intruders are no longer on the ship...or at least can't be detected ::Informs security to sweep all decks for intruders::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
@Lia/Jer: I'll have some officers to escort you to some nice VIP quarters, where you can rest up.. and collect your facts for presentation?
Ens_Bryn says:
::gingerly steps over to a medical kit on the table and picks it up::
Host Jerhajh_Leader says:
ACTION : The internal scans on the Artemis find no trace of any intruders.
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
@<OPS_Joey> FCO2: Aye sir
Gala says:
@<Council Lea> XO: Well it sounds like a worthy goal... although I don't like delays much ::brows knit in thought::
Host Jerhajh_Leader says:
@XO : The Perlack wanted to keep a mine that is rightfully ours.. That is what happened. We had to defend our territory..
Gala says:
::turns and sees the Trill:: Bryn: Are there any others left on their feet like you?
FCO_Teasley says:
@<FCO2>::gets up:: OPS: You have the bridge
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
@::OPS_Joey begins shipwide analysis::
CTO_Gore says:
@OPS: I'm returning to the bridge ::Walks out into the corridor and pauses:: Coming?
FCO_Teasley says:
@<FCO2>::gets into the TL::
Ens_Bryn says:
::opens the kit and quietly extracts the correct combination of hyronalin::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
@CTO: aye
XO_Quest-Mac says:
@Jer/Lia: I'm sure you have proofs to back up your claim?
Ens_Bryn says:
::looks at Gala and shrugs, continuing what she is doing::
MO_Hardy says:
@::heads back to SB:: XO: Mam I request  you and the rest of the former AT to report to SB for a physical just to be on the safe side
CTO_Gore says:
@::Walks with Quest to the bridge::
MO_Hardy says:
*XO* even
Gala says:
@<Council Lea> XO: That we do. A complete report on the events.
Host Jerhajh_Leader says:
@XO : Well.. We where the first to reach the island.. Soo..
XO_Quest-Mac says:
@*MO*: Will do, doctor.  But not right now.
Host Jerhajh_Leader says:
@XO : It is ours by right
FCO_Teasley says:
@<FCO2>TL: Deck 8
Ens_Bryn says:
::steps over to the CSO and injects him with the hyronalin::
MO_Hardy says:
@*XO*: when ever your ready Mam
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
@CTO: I wonder what happened then
Gala says:
::frowns at Bryn and shrugs:: Bryn: You people are so rude ::goes to a ball and thinks of the engineering area::
CTO_Gore says:
@::Steps in TL:: Bridge...OPS: something is going on...maybe a malfunction?
XO_Quest-Mac says:
@ :: sighs :: Jer/Lia:  As suggested.  Perhaps both of you and your escorts go gather up your facts and reports, and present them to Captain Bryant when he's ready?
Gala says:
@<Council Lea> XO: And when will the Captain be ready, I wonder?
XO_Quest-Mac says:
@*MO*: Acknowledged.
Ens_Bryn says:
::gently shakes Jason and whispers::  CSO:  hey, this is your party....
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
@CTO: hmm could be, I'll run a system check when I arrive on the Bridge
XO_Quest-Mac says:
@Lia/Jer: when he's ready, I'll contact you.
Ens_Bryn says:
::watches Gala leave and mumbles::  Rude is as rude gets...
Host Jerhajh_Leader says:
@::looks at the XO:: XO : You are wasting our time.... ::gets up:: We want to be transported down to the planet.. Since the Perlack don't seem to want to see reason
FCO_Teasley says:
@<FCO2>::goes to the TR room::
CTO_Gore says:
@::Steps onto the bridge:: OPS: I wonder where the captain has gotten off to...? 
Gala says:
::appears in engineering, and soon takes the power of her ship off... notices more crew fainted around... they sure made a mess::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
@ :: getting frustrated, and calms her temper :: Jer: Please, sir.  Give this a chance.
Ens_Bryn says:
::injects the others around her, then picks up the kit for more::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
@CTO: hmm strange
FCO_Teasley says:
@<FCO2>:TR chief: Beam me aboard the alien ship
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
@*XO*: is Captain Bryant with you?
Host Jerhajh_Leader says:
@::looks at the XO, then at Lia:: All : I do this only for my people, which are dying down on the planet because of them.. ::motions to the Perlack::
CSO_MacMer says:
::Slowly coming back to consciousness, feeling so bad not knowing if I want to be conscious,  slowly opening my eyes, seeing Bryn, and then knowing yep I want to be conscious!!::
Gala says:
::only lights, comm system, transporter balls and life support, plus a couple of systems in her medbay will be functioning::
CTO_Gore says:
@::Walks over to tactical and sees the alien ship on scanners:: OPS: What the?? Did you know about a ship out there?
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
::walks ovet to OPS and takes over from Ens. Joey::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
@*OPS*: No, my de---   ah... Lt. MacPherson.
CSO_MacMer says:
Bryn:  Ummpnlul....
Ens_Bryn says:
::gives him a light kiss on the forehead::  CSO:  Think you can get up?  I need to get back to the bridge.
MO_Hardy says:
@*XO* have u query'd the J about there medical needs ?
FCO_Teasley says:
@<FCO2>::dematerializes::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
@*OPS*: He said that he had some matters to attend to...
Gala says:
@<Council Lea> ::enraged:: Jerhajh: What about the ones who died when you invaded our mines?? ::stands in anger::
CSO_MacMer says:
Bryn: Umm, let .... me... try.... that.....urg... again... Hi Sweetie....
FCO_Teasley says:
@<FCO2>:::rematerlizes on the alien ship::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
@::chuckles a bit:: *XO* aye ::smiles::
Ens_Bryn says:
::grins and helps him to stand::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
@Jer/Lia: Please... calm down.
Host Jerhajh_Leader says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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